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Incomplete history of�
cascade prediction

Who	 Predic+ng	 Features	 Metric	 Conclusion	

HongD	10	 Is	item	
retweeted?	

Topic	Models	 F1=0.47	 Be>er	than	
baseline	

JendersKN	13	 Will	item	reach	
some	size	T?	

Content	 F1>0.9	 High	accuracy	

TanLP	14	 Which	of	two	
does	be>er?	

Wording	 Accu=65.6%		 Computers	are	
OK	

ChengADKL	14	 Will	cascade	
double?	

Temporal	 AUC=0.88	 Predictable	

Lerman,	Yang,	Petrovic,	Romero,	Kupavskii,	Ma,	Weng,	Zhao,	Yu,	etc	
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Progress?

All of this work examines a di↵erent question with a di↵erent
measure of success, evaluated on a di↵erent subset of data,

making it di�cult to assess overall progress1

1http://hunch.net/?p=22
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Predicting success on Twitter?

Bakshy, Hofman,   
Mason, Watts (2011):
How viral will my  
tweet be?

“Cascades are 
unpredictable!”
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Exploring limits to 
prediction in complex 
social systems



A unified framework: Luck vs. skill2

• Model success S as a mix of
skill Q and luck ✏:

S = f (Q) + ✏

• Measure the fraction of
variance remaining after
conditioning on skill:

F =
E[Var(S|Q)]

Var(S)
= 1� R2

• R2 = 1 in a pure skill world,
R2 = 0 in pure luck world
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2
Formalizes Maboussin (2012)
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Data

• Examined all 1.4B tweets containing URLs posted in February
2015

• Eliminated spam using internal Microsoft classifier

• Restricted attention to tweets containing URLs from the top
100 English-speaking domains with the most unique adopters

• Resulted in 850M tweets from 50M distinct users covering
news, entertainment, videos, images, and products

• Measured the total cascade size for each seed tweet
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Predictive features

Used a random forest to estimate success (cascade size)
given skill (available features)

• Basic content features: URL domain, time of tweet, spam
score, ODP category

• Basic user features: number of followers, number of friends,
number of posts, account creation time

• Topic features: the most probable Latent Dirichlet Allocation
topic for each user and tweet, along with an interaction term

• Past success: the average number of retweets received by
each URL and user in the past
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Predictive performance

Our best model explains roughly half of the variance in outcomes
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Predictive performance

Content features alone perform poorly
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Predictive performance

Basic user features provide a reasonable boost in performance
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Predictive performance

Past user success alone accounts for almost all of predictive power
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Summary of empirical results

• This is the best known model since Bakshy et. al., boosting
performance from R2 ⇠ 30% to R2 ⇠ 50%

• Both models derive their predictive power from the same
simple feature: a user’s past success

• Content features are only weakly informative

• Performance plateaus as we add more features, suggesting a
possible limit to the predictability of di↵usion outcomes
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How can you prove a limit?

•  Results robust to other ML models
– Decision tree, linear regression

•  Consistent with prior work
•  Asymptote, dependency between features
•  Can’t rule everything out
– Simulation
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Simulation

•  SIR disease model
•  Scale free network similar to Twitter
– 7M users, ! = 2.05
– 8B simulated cascades

•  Quality: R0 = average neighbors infected
– p(infect over edge) x mean-degree

•  Prediction task
– Given (possibly noisy) estimate of R0 and the seed 

node, predict cascade size
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Conclusions

Most things don’t spread, but when they do, it’s di�cult to predict
success
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Conclusions

Despite a great deal of research on the topic, it’s di�cult to assess
long-term progress in predicting success
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Conclusions

State-of-the-art models explain roughly half of the variance in
outcomes, based primarily on past success
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Conclusions

This is likely due to randomness in di↵usion process itself, rather
than our ability to estimate or model it
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The parable of google flu





Big data hubris



Algorithmic 
Dynamics



It's Not Just About 
Size of the Data









Assess whether in each of the following cases 
interpretation or prediction (or both) is/are 
preferred. 

i) How people react on a new product release (e.g., an iphone), 
as observed on social media

ii) Whether greater anonymity leads to greater hate speech on 
social media

iii) Whether following recommended videos on YouTube leads 
down a more politically extreme rabbit hole

iv) Whether deplatforming reduces misinformation on social 
media


